FEATURES:
+ black plastic
+ measure 1-3/8” x 1-1/4” x 5/8”
+ 1/4” plunger travel
+ off when plunger is in
+ on when plunger is out
+ pressure of door on switch keeps light turned off; opening door releases switch and turns light on
+ recommended for low voltage halogen lights
+ connection is made by attachment to one of the secondary wires between lamp and plug

APPLICATION:
For use with low voltage halogen lights behind doors. Open the door and the light operates.

SPECIFICATIONS:

INSTRUCTIONS:
1.) Separate wire coming out from light and attach switch to one of the secondary wires as shown.
Note: This is a low voltage switch and must be used on the wire attached to the lamp. Do not use this switch on wires attached to the transformer.
2.) Mount switch directly behind cabinet door so that door keeps plunger of switch pushed in when door is closed.
3.) Open door to turn on light.